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Abstract The north-western Mediterranean Sea is a key location for the thermohaline circulation of the
basin. The area is characterized by intense air-sea exchanges favored by the succession of strong northerly
and north-westerly wind situations (mistral and tramontane) in autumn and winter. Such meteorological
conditions lead to significant evaporation and ocean heat loss that are well known as the main triggering
factor for the Dense Water Formation (DWF) and winter deep convection episodes. During the HyMeX sec-
ond field campaign (SOP2, 1 February to 15 March 2013), several platforms were deployed in the area in
order to document the DWF and the ocean deep convection, as the air-sea interface conditions. This study
investigates the role of the ocean-atmosphere coupling on DWF during winter 2012–2013. The coupled sys-
tem, based on the NEMO-WMED36 ocean model (1/368 resolution) and the AROME-WMED atmospheric
model (2.5 km resolution), was run during 2 months covering the SOP2 and is compared to an ocean-only
simulation forced by AROME-WMED real-time forecasts and to observations collected in the north-western
Mediterranean area during the HyMeX SOP2. The comparison shows small differences in terms of net heat,
water, and momentum fluxes. On average, DWF is slightly sensitive to air-sea coupling. However, fine-scale
ocean processes, such as shelf DWF and export or eddies and fronts at the rim of the convective patch, are
significantly modified. The wind-current interactions constitute an efficient coupled process at fine scale,
acting as a turbulence propagating vectors, producing large mixing and convection at the rim of the con-
vective patch.

1. Introduction

The north-western Mediterranean Sea is a key location for the thermohaline circulation of the basin. In
the Gulf of Lion (GoL), the general circulation in the area is characterized by a cyclonic gyre [Millot, 1999]
with three distinct layers, despite a relatively weak stratification: Atlantic Water (AW) in the upper layer,
above Levantine Intermediate Water (LIW), itself above Western Mediterranean Deep Water (WMDW). The
succession of strong wind situations in winter is well known as the major triggering factor for the Dense
Water Formation (DWF) in the western Mediterranean [Schott et al., 1996; Marshall and Schott, 1999]. The
DWF interannual variability is strongly controlled by the interannual variability of the winter-integrated
buoyancy loss, which is connected to the heat loss variability during the winter [Somot et al., 2016]. A strong
buoyancy loss was notably responsible for the exceptional DWF that occurred in the area in winter 2005, in
terms of extension and volume of newly formed WMDW [Herrmann et al., 2010]. Indeed, in the north-west-
ern Mediterranean Sea region, air-sea fluxes present a large variability in space and time. Intense air-sea
exchanges (strong momentum flux, evaporation, and heat loss) notably occur when the mistral and tramon-
tane (northerly and north-westerly wind, respectively) affect the area in autumn and winter. They induce
extreme cooling and salting of the surface layer. If the surface water is enough dense, a violent mixing
occurs, sometimes reaching the seafloor (2500 m depth). This process is known as deep ocean convection.

The estimation and representation of DWF in ocean model is still challenging. Large uncertainties are nota-
bly due to the calculation of the exchanges (heat, freshwater, momentum, and kinetic energy) at the air-sea
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interface [Caniaux et al., 2017], which strongly control DWF [Herrmann and Somot, 2008; Herrmann et al.,
2010; Carniel et al., 2016; Estournel et al., 2016a; Somot et al., 2016]. From the ocean modeling point of view,
the surface forcing can be of two kinds. The first forcing method (‘‘bulk’’ method) consists in using the atmo-
spheric fields (wind, humidity, air temperature, etc.) produced by an atmospheric model simulation. The air-
sea fluxes are then computed in the ocean model using its explicit Sea Surface Temperature (SST) and cur-
rents. The second way is done by directly using the surface fluxes from an atmospheric model. This method
is called ‘‘flux forcing.’’ These two methods however lead to inconsistency. In the ‘‘bulk’’ method, there are
differences in fluxes seen by the ocean and atmospheric models. These differences can be enlarged when
different bulk formulations are used in the two component models, especially during strong wind events as
the bulk parameterizations show the largest discrepancies in such meteorological conditions [e.g., Lebeau-
pin Brossier et al., 2008; Olabarrieta et al., 2012; Brodeau et al., 2017]. In the second case, the inconsistency
arises because of differences in SST. Besides, the ocean feedbacks are generally not taken into account in
the fluxes calculation and during the atmospheric model integration. Indeed, a constant initial SST field
throughout the simulation is generally used in high-resolution short-range numerical weather prediction
models. This was proved to lead to significant errors in the representation of air-sea fluxes during intense
events [Rainaud et al., 2016; Ricchi et al., 2016]. Ocean-atmosphere coupled system permits the calculation
of the surface fluxes consistently in the ocean and the atmosphere, taking jointly their dynamics into
account.

Furthermore, intense fluxes at the air-sea interface are associated with fine-scale intermittent processes in
and above [below] the two boundary layers. Such processes are frequent in the north-western Mediterra-
nean subbasin: mesoscale atmospheric systems, storms, wind jets, surface temperature variations, diurnal
cycle or gradients linked to eddies, filaments or upwelling [downwelling], low-salinity lenses. To better
understand and represent such fine-scale and short-term intense exchanges, the development of ocean-
atmosphere coupled system at high-resolution is needed. Such system permits at the same time to accu-
rately solve the mesoscale systems in the two compartment models and to interactively update the near-
surface solutions and the exchanges between them. During intense weather events, ocean-atmosphere
coupling generally tends to improve the air-sea fluxes and to finally moderate the corresponding atmo-
spheric or oceanic responses. For example, in the studies of Lebeaupin Brossier et al. [2009] and Small et al.
[2011, 2012] over the Gulf of Lion and Ligurian Sea, coupling induces in the ocean component less cooling
and less mixing compared to an uncoupled run. But, these two studies only focus on short strong wind
events in summer or autumn when the north-western Mediterranean stratification is high. Carniel et al.
[2016] investigated the coupling (including atmosphere, ocean, and waves) impact on a DWF event in the
northern Adriatic Sea using the COAWST system [Warner et al., 2010] at high-resolution (7 km for the atmo-
sphere and 1 km for the ocean [and waves]). They notably showed that the ocean-atmosphere coupling
improves the results in particular the total heat flux, by taking into account the dynamic SST prediction in
the system. Overall, they concluded that coupling ocean and atmosphere even in a subregion of the model
domain may significantly change the circulation and water mass characteristics even in a wider area and
can strongly affect the volume of water involved in the densification and its contribution in the deep sea
ventilation. Several studies in the Mediterranean already highlight that taking waves into account signifi-
cantly modify the representation of the atmosphere stability, the wind, the ocean cooling, and mixing
[Renault et al., 2012; Ricchi et al., 2016; Carniel et al., 2016]. Indeed, waves play a significant role on the sur-
face roughness length and on the turbulent flux estimation [Janssen, 2004]. The momentum flux parameter-
ization is a key parameter for the three components, as it intervenes in the air-sea, air-waves, and waves-sea
exchanges. Moreover, waves strongly modify the upper ocean turbulence [Craig and Banner, 1994; Ardhuin
and Jenkins, 2006], and thus can interplay with convection and DWF.

To validate ocean-atmosphere coupled models, simultaneous and colocalized observations of the two
boundary layers are also needed. The HyMeX project (Hydrological cycle in the Mediterranean Experiment)
[Drobinski et al., 2014] investigates the hydrological cycle in the Mediterranean region. The second Special
Observations Period (SOP2) over the north-western Mediterranean area in February–March 2013 [Estournel
et al., 2016b] was dedicated to the documentation of the DWF. One objective of the field campaign was to
better understand the fine-scale processes involved in the DWF and ocean deep convection, in particular
the intense air-sea interactions role and feedbacks. Several atmospheric and ocean platforms were
deployed in the north-western Mediterranean Sea during SOP2: aircraft with turbulent measurements,
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pressurized boundary layer balloons, radio-soundings, drifting buoys, profiling floats, gliders, XBTs and CTDs
from several ships in the area, etc. This observation data set represents a challenging opportunity to identify
the coupled processes and small-scale ingredients leading to DWF.

The objective of this study is to evaluate the role of coupled processes in terms of air-sea exchanges and of
DWF rates, characteristics and extent, taking benefit of the dense data collection obtained during the SOP2.
To do so, two numerical experiments are compared: the AROME-NEMO WMED coupled run and an ocean-
only (uncoupled) simulation run with NEMO-WMED36 alone. This latter run was forced by air-sea fluxes
extracted from the AROME-WMED real-time forecasts [Fourri�e et al., 2015], where the ocean is only seen in
the form of a SST analysis updated daily to compute the surface fluxes. This can be seen as a classical flux-
forced approach. The reference ocean-only simulation was chosen after a large comparison and validation
against HyMeX SOP2 observations done in L�eger et al. [2016], where it was shown as the most realistic run
in terms of dense water mass characteristics and formation chronology from a sensitivity study to initial
conditions, despite a low initial stratification inducing a wide convective patch.

The numerical coupled system and the two experiments are presented in details in section 2. Section 3 ana-
lyzes the air-sea interactions at fine scale. The sensitivity of DWF to the coupling is then evaluated in section
4, before focusing on mesoscale ocean features and coupled processes role in section 5. Finally, summary
and concluding remarks are given in section 6.

2. Numerical Experiments

2.1. The Coupled System: AROME-NEMO WMED
The AROME-NEMO WMED coupled system combines the nonhydrostatic convective-scale numerical
weather prediction system of M�et�eo-France, AROME [Seity et al., 2011] and the ocean model NEMO [Madec
and the NEMO team, 2008].
2.1.1. The Atmospheric Model
The atmospheric model configuration is AROME-WMED [Fourri�e et al., 2015]. AROME-WMED has a 2.5 km
horizontal resolution and cover the whole western Mediterranean Sea (Figure 1a). It has 60 vertical g-levels
ranging from 10 m above the ground to 1 hPa. AROME-WMED uses a 1 moment microphysical parameteri-
zation [Pinty and Jabouille, 1998; Caniaux et al., 1994], which takes into account five classes of hydrometeors
(cloud liquid water, cloud ice, rain, snow, and graupel). The vertical turbulent transport in the boundary
layer is represented by two schemes: an eddy diffusivity part based on a prognostic turbulent kinetic energy
parameterization following Cuxart et al. [2000] and a dry thermal and shallow convection mass flux scheme
following Pergaud et al. [2009]. Thanks to its resolution, the deep convection is explicitly resolved in
AROME-WMED. The radiative schemes are the six spectral bands scheme from Fouquart and Bonnel [1980]
for short-wave radiation (SW) and the Rapid Radiative Transfer Model (RRTM) [Mlawer et al., 1997] for long-
wave radiation (LW). The surface scheme in AROME-WMED is SURFEX [Masson et al., 2013]. Each grid mesh

Figure 1. (a) AROME-NEMO WMED domain: AROME-WMED topography (in green) and NEMO-WMED36 bathymetry (in blue). The gray areas are the uncoupled marine zones. (b) Details
of the north-western Mediterranean area. The red square indicates the Lion surface buoy and mooring line location.
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is split into four tiles: land, towns, sea, and inland waters (lakes and rivers). Output fluxes are weight aver-
aged inside each grid box according to the fraction occupied by each respective tile, before being pro-
vided to the atmospheric model. The Interactions between Soil, Biosphere, and Atmosphere (ISBA)
parameterization [Noilhan and Planton, 1989] with two vertical layers inside the ground is activated over
land tile. The Town Energy Budget (TEB) scheme used for urban tiles [Masson, 2000] simulates urban
microclimate features, such as urban heat islands. Concerning inland waters, the Charnock [1955]’s formu-
lation is used. The sea surface fluxes parameterization used by AROME-WMED/SURFEX is described in sec-
tion 2.1.3.

The atmospheric lateral boundary conditions come from the 10 km resolution ARPEGE [Courtier et al., 1991]
global operational forecasts with an hourly frequency.
2.1.2. The Ocean Model
The ocean compartment model is NEMO-WMED36 [Lebeaupin Brossier et al., 2014] with a horizontal reso-
lution of 1/368 over an ORCA grid (Figure 1a). In the vertical, 50 stretched z-levels are used. The vertical
level thickness is 1 m in surface and around 400 m for the last levels (i.e., at 4000 m depth). The model
has two radiative open boundaries: one west boundary at �4.88W (60 km east of the Strait of Gibraltar),
one south boundary across the Sicily Channel (�378N). The Strait of Messina between Sicily and conti-
nental Italy is closed. The horizontal eddy viscosity coefficient is fixed to 21 3 109 m2 s21 for the dynam-
ics (velocity) with the use of a bi-Laplacian operator. The TVD scheme is used for tracer advection in
order to conserve energy and enstrophy [Barnier et al., 2006]. The vertical diffusion is performed by the
standard turbulent kinetic energy model of NEMO [Blanke and Delecluse, 1993], and in case of instabil-
ities, a higher diffusivity coefficient of 10 m2 s21 [Lazar et al., 1999] is used to parameterize convection
(see more details in Appendix A). The filtered free surface of Roullet and Madec [2000] is used to keep
the sea volume constant. A no-slip lateral boundary condition is applied and the bottom friction is
parameterized by a quadratic function with a coefficient depending on the 2-D mean tidal energy [Lyard
et al., 2006; Beuvier et al., 2012]. The runoffs are prescribed from a climatology [Beuvier et al., 2010] and
applied in surface.
2.1.3. The Coupling Interface and Air-Sea Exchanges
The coupling interface is the SURFEX-OASIS interface [Voldoire et al., 2017] which involves SURFEX and the
OASIS3-MCT coupler [Valcke et al., 2013]. This interface manages the exchanges of heat, water and momen-
tum between the ocean and the atmosphere (Figure 2). The corresponding fluxes at the air-sea interface—
the solar heat flux Qsol, the nonsolar heat flux Qns, the freshwater flux Fwat, and the momentum flux (or wind
stress)~s—are computed only once within SURFEX taking into account near-surface atmospheric and oce-
anic parameters and their evolutions, following the radiative schemes and the bulk parameterization, and
are used consistently in AROME-WMED and NEMO-WMED36,

Qsol5ð12aÞSWdown; (1)

Qns5LWdown2�rT 4
s 2H2LE; (2)

where SWdown and LWdown are
the incoming short-wave (solar)
and long-wave (infrared) radia-
tive heat fluxes, respectively. H
and LE are the sensible and latent
heat fluxes, respectively, calcu-
lated by the ECUME sea surface
turbulent flux bulk parameteriza-
tion [Belamari, 2005; Belamari and
Pirani, 2007]. They depend on the
wind speed and air-sea gradients
of temperature and humidity,
respectively. a is albedo, � is
emissivity, and r is the Stefan-
Boltzman constant. Ts is the Sea
Surface Temperature (SST).

Figure 2. Description of the exchanges between the different components of the AROME-
NEMO WMED coupled system.
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Fwat5E2Pl2Ps; (3)

where E is evaporation, corresponding to LE=L; L is the vaporization heat constant. Pl and Ps are liquid and
solid precipitation in surface, respectively (directly coming from AROME to SURFEX).

~s5ðsu; svÞ5qaCDðUa2UsÞð~Ua 2~UsÞ; (4)

where ~Ua is the wind at the lowest atmospheric level (�10 m). CD is the drag coefficient calculated by the
ECUME sea surface turbulent fluxes parameterization. qa is the air density.

~Us is the ocean near-surface horizontal current, and with Ts, they are here the only oceanic parameters
needed to compute the air-sea exchanges, and thus transferred to SURFEX (Figure 2). In return, SURFEX
transfers the sea surface fluxes values to OASIS for NEMO.

The coupling only applies on the western Mediterranean Sea: The Atlantic Ocean, the Adriatic Sea, and the
western Ionian Sea are uncoupled. In these areas (gray marine zones in Figure 1a), SST comes from the SUR-
FEX (AROME-WMED) initial state (i.e., the surface analysis at 00UT each day) and remains constant during
24 h, and, horizontal current is considered as null.

2.2. Sensitivity Experiments
The coupled run (CPL, Table 1) is compared to an ocean-only simulation (NEMO-WMED36 in the forced
mode) named IMAP and validated in L�eger et al. [2016].

IMAP begins on 1 September 2012 and runs till 15 March 2013 (Table 1). The boundary conditions come
from the PSY2V4R4 daily analyses of Mercator-Oc�ean averaged monthly. The PSY2 operational system
[Lellouche et al., 2013] has a 1/128 horizontal resolution and covers the Northeast Atlantic Ocean, the
North and Baltic Seas, and the Mediterranean Sea. The initial conditions were built with the PSY2V4R4
analyze of 1 August 2012 combined with the analyzed fields of the MOOSE campaign over the north-
western Mediterranean Sea. The MOOSE campaign took place from 18 July to 5 August 2012 on board of
the R/V Le Suroit. The analyzed fields, built in the frame of the ASICS-Med project, cover a domain
between 408N and 128E. They are obtained with an optimal interpolation of observations from CTD pro-
files in addition to profiling floats (ARGO type), gliders and also SST from satellite radiometers. A numeri-
cal sensitivity study on initial conditions using NEMO-WMED36 proves that the ASICS-MOOSE initial
conditions are the most accurate to well represent DWF and thermohaline characteristics during HyMeX-
SOP2 [L�eger et al., 2016]. IMAP is driven at the air-sea interface by the net heat (Q5Qsol1Qns), freshwater
(Fwat), and momentum fluxes (~s) taken each day from the AROME-WMED hourly real-time forecasts, for
ranges 11 to 124 h. This means that the SST used to calculate the IMAP surface forcing is the AROME-
WMED SST analyses over the whole domain (see the next section and Rainaud et al. [2016] for the com-
plete description of the AROME-WMED SST analyses) and that the momentum flux computation takes no
horizontal current into account. In IMAP, the Sea Surface Salinity (SSS) is relaxed toward the monthly
PSY2V4R4 SSS analyses.

The coupled run, named CPL, starts on 15 January 2013, from the same ocean state than obtained in IMAP
for that day. The ocean open-boundary conditions and runoffs are the same as in IMAP, i.e., the monthly
averaged PSY2V4R4 analyses provided by Mercator Oc�ean and the Beuvier et al. [2010]’s climatology,
respectively. The SSS relaxation is turned off in CPL. From the ocean point of view, CPL is a continuous run
(NEMO-WMED36 restarts each day from the ocean state of the previous day), whereas the atmospheric
component (AROME-WMED) is rerun each day at 00UTC, from initial atmospheric conditions coming from
the AROME-WMED analyses (Figure 3). The coupling frequency is 1 h and the interpolation method used by
OASIS is bilinear.

Table 1. Description of the Numerical Experimentsa

Name Begin End IC BC SURF

IMAP 1 Sep 2012 15 Mar 2013 MOOSE-ASICS 1 PSY2
Summer 2012

PSY2 (monthly) Forced mode
AROME-WMED forecast (fluxes, 2.5 km, 1 h)

CPL 15 Jan 2013 15 Mar 2013 Restart from IMAP
15 Jan 2013

PSY2 (monthly) Coupled with AROME-WMED (2.5 km) 1 h frequency

aIC stands for initial conditions, BC for boundary conditions, and SURF for surface conditions.
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The two experiments run without any assimilation, neither in the ocean model nor in the atmospheric
model for what concerns CPL.

3. Air-Sea Interface

In this part, we compare the air-sea exchanges computed in CPL and in AROME-WMED real-time forecast
(which later drives the IMAP simulation). As the main differences come from the SST used to compute the
turbulent fluxes, we evaluate in the following section the SST fields used by AROME-WMED forecast and
those simulated by the CPL experiment.

3.1. AROME-WMED Forecast Versus CPL SST
In AROME-WMED real-time forecasts, the SST used is the 00UT analysis obtained in two steps. First, a 2-D
optimal interpolation (CANARI scheme) [Taillefer, 2002] of in situ data is done using the previous 3 hourly
analysis as the first guess and using a correlation length of 200 km. Every 3 h, about 20–25 buoy and ship
observations are assimilated over the AROME-WMED Mediterranean domain [Rainaud et al., 2016]. This ana-
lyzed SST field (SSTa) is secondly blended with the daily OSTIA product (SSTo) [Donlon et al., 2012] to obtain
a final analysis [SSTf 5ð12aÞSSTa1aSSTo with a50:05]. The OSTIA SST is provided each day at 06UT with a
global coverage on 1/208-resolution grid and integrates various satellite data using an observation window
of 36 h centered at 12UT on the previous day. Finally, the effective resolution of the SST analysis is �50–
100 km and, for the day D, the analysis integrates satellite-based observations since 18UT of D-3, with
blending. In addition, there is no SST evolution during the forecast, meaning the SST is kept constant to the
00UTC analysis.

In CPL, the SST is prognostic (solved by NEMO-WMED36) and evolves interactively according to the surface
fluxes with a 1 h frequency.

Figure 4 shows an illustration of these SST fields, with a comparison to the MyOcean L3S SST satellite
product [Buongiorno et al., 2012] for 1 day well observed (2 March 2013) of the SOP2. This figure shows
that:

1. The Northern Current path is very well simulated in CPL but brings too warm AW. The AW path is also vis-
ible in the AROME-WMED SST analysis thanks to data assimilation in the eastern part, but not well seen
in the western part. This is probably due to the large variability of the current in this area [Conan and
Millot, 1995; Millot, 1999], with eddies and meanders which detach or enter in the shelf area, and make
the current path difficult to capture considering the low effective resolution (around 50–100 km) and
despite the data assimilation.

Figure 3. Numerical setup for the CPL experiment. ABC [OBC] stands for atmospheric [ocean] boundary conditions and AIC [OIC] for atmospheric [ocean] initial conditions.
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2. In CPL, the Balearic Front is thin and warm eddies—as described in Millot and Taupier-Letage [2005]—are
simulated in the southern part. In the AROME-WMED analysis the Balearic front is smooth and no eddy
can be seen.

3. The cold (and fresh) shelf waters [Estournel et al., 2003] are well visible in the two SST fields, but the off-
shore convective patch is only clearly seen in CPL.

Due to the limitation of the direct satellite observation in winter, the comparison done here can only be
qualitative. Nevertheless, these difference patterns can generally be found when considering the SOP2 (Fig-
ure 5a). The Northern Current is explicitly reproduced in CPL but too warm (10.58C), whereas it is not well
captured in the AROME-WMED analysis especially in the western part. The smooth Balearic front and the
lack of the cold offshore convective patch in AROME-WMED lead to a too high SST in the southern part of
the north-western Mediterranean area.

In addition, the interactive evolution of the SST in CPL allows to take into account the diurnal variation (in
case of calm situation) or rapid surface cooling (response to mistral), whereas it is not the case in the real-
time AROME-WMED forecasts (see supporting information Figure S1).

To conclude, the coupling permits to take into account the SST small-scale patterns and rapid variations for
the heat fluxes (and evaporation) computation. More important is that there is a balance between SST and
fluxes in CPL. The fluxes computed in AROME-WMED real forecast (and driving IMAP) are indeed unbal-
anced with the ocean and have also a relatively low resolution.

3.2. Sea Surface Fluxes
The time series of the net heat flux, freshwater flux, and wind stress during SOP2 are shown in Figure 6.
They are almost similar between CPL and the AROME-WMED forecast.

Figure 4. SST fields on 2 March 2013 18UT. (a) AROME-WMED forecast corresponding to the analysis at 00UT, (b) CPL simulation, (c) MyOcean L3S supercollated product (resolution:
0.018; source: http://hoc.sedoo.fr, restricted access) and (d) schematic view of the SST patterns and related processes according to the L3S SST field in Figure 4c.
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The largest differences in net heat flux are found during strong wind events when a slightly lower net heat
loss is produced in CPL. At the same periods, the wind stress is lower in CPL, whereas the freshwater flux
(dominated by evaporation) is the same between CPL and AROME-WMED (IMAP). The total differences after
2 months of integration are finally of 660 W m22 for the net heat flux (corresponding to 26.9% of the
AROME-WMED [IMAP] total heat loss during SOP2), of 7 3 1024 kg m22 s21 for the freshwater flux
but reductions of both E (–2.5%) and precipitation Pl1Ps (–0.5%) in CPL (not shown), and of 20.5 N m22

(–3.8%) for the stress (Figure 6).

The mean flux fields during SOP2 in the two experiments as their mean differences are presented in
Figure 7. It shows that even if the differences on average over the north-western Mediterranean Sea are
small (Figure 6), the local differences can be large. The two experiments evidence the large heat loss in the
area induced by strong mistral and tramontane. The patterns are almost similar; however, the differences in
net heat flux show two areas responding differently to coupling. In CPL, compared to AROME-WMED, less
heat is lost in the southern offshore area, whereas the heat loss is larger along the coasts. These two areas
correspond well to the differences found in the SST fields (Figure 5a), with the CPL SST higher along the
Northern Current and over the shelf area linked to the AW (warm surface water) circulation. It produces
larger turbulent heat fluxes and thus a larger net heat loss (lower net heat flux). On the other hand, CPL SST
is lower offshore near the Balearic Islands and thus induces a lower net heat loss. Even if the freshwater flux
fields are more noisy, as precipitation occurs very locally, the difference patterns show similitudes with the
net heat flux differences (Figure 7c). Indeed, evaporation is generally reduced in the open-sea convective
area whereas it is increased in the coastal area, in particular over the shelf. These patterns are related to the
differences in the SST field between AROME-WMED forecasts and CPL (Figure 5a). Wind stress is slightly
changed but differences show a reduction of the momentum flux in the center and southern part of the
north-western Mediterranean area (Figure 7c). On the contrary, an increase is found close to the Italian
coasts and over the GoL shelf. These differences do not correspond to the differences in low-level wind
shown in Figure 5b. They seem to be linked to differences in SST (Figure 5a), with a small increase in the
wind stress where the SST is largely higher in CPL. Elsewhere, the stress is reduced because of the reduction
due to the surface current (see equation (4), as Us is null in AROME-WMED forecasts), and also offshore
because of a colder surface (Figure 5a), probably linked to a stabilization of the atmospheric boundary layer
and thus to a reduction of the near-surface wind (Figure 5b) [Pullen et al., 2006].

4. Dense Water Formation Sensitivity to Coupling

4.1. Mixed-Layer Depth
Figure 8 presents the mean and maximum Mixed-Layer Depths (MLDs) from a density criteria (MLD is
defined as the depth with a density gradient of 0.01 kg m23 with the surface) during SOP2 for the two
experiments. It shows that they have a quite similar convective patch, from the GoL to the Ligurian Sea.
Although some deep mixed profiles were observed in the Ligurian Sea during SOP2, the convection in

Figure 5. Mean differences during SOP2 in (a) SST (K, contours every 0.5 K) and (b) wind speed (m s21, contours every 0.1 m s21) at the first atmospheric level (�10 m), between CPL
and the AROME-WMED operational forecasts.
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IMAP is overestimated in this area due to a low initial stratification [L�eger et al., 2016]. The mean MLD is gen-
erally lower in CPL than in IMAP (by 300–500 m, corresponding to �–15 to 240%), except over the shelf
area where it is larger by �50 m (�2 times larger than IMAP). The same difference patterns are found when
considering the maximum MLD. The two distinct responses for the shelf and the offshore regions corre-
spond directly to the differences in surface fluxes shown previously: in CPL, the mixing is lower in the GoL
because of a lower net heat loss (and evaporation and stress), whereas it is larger over the shelf due to a
larger net heat loss. The largest differences between CPL and IMAP MLDs (up to 22000 to 22400 m) are
found at the rim of the deep convective patch area. In fact, they correspond to some grid meshes where
deep convection does not occur at all in CPL. The comparison to observations is done using floats (ARGO)
and CTD profiles and the spatiotemporally colocalized simulated profiles: 213 profiles, located offshore, are

Figure 6. (left) Daily time series of the net heat flux (W m22), of the freshwater flux (kg m22 s21) and of the momentum flux (N m22) intensity over the north-western Mediterranean Sea
in AROME-WMED forecasts (used to compute the surface forcing for IMAP) and in CPL. The gray lines are the sums since 15 January of the differences between CPL and AROME-WMED
(scales on the right). (right) Daily differences in the net heat flux, the freshwater flux and the momentum flux between CPL and AROME-WMED as a function of the daily flux values in
AROME-WMED. The color indicates the range of the corresponding daily mean wind speed in AROME-WMED forecasts over the north-western Mediterranean Sea.
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considered and the observed MLD is obtained with the same density criteria. The MLD distribution
(Figure 9) confirms that the number of very deep-mixed simulated profiles (MLD >1750 m) is lower and
closer to observations in CPL than IMAP (see also supporting information Figure S2). However, for the
other MLD classes, the number of profiles is closer to the observations in IMAP. Figure 9 also highlights
that during SOP2 either the water column is stratified with MLD shallower than 250 m, or, the whole
column is mixed and the MLD is deeper than 1750 m.

To further evaluate the differences in the MLD fields, we computed skill scores as classically done to qualify
mesoscale prediction of severe events (see Ducrocq et al. [2002] and Appendix B) using the 213 ‘‘observed’’
MLDs as verification (see supporting information Figure S2). Indeed, these skill scores measure the ability of
the high-resolution models to reproduce the deep [extreme] convection event with a good intensity, size,
and location and allow to evaluate more finely the reliability of the two simulations for the deep ocean con-
vection. Done for several MLD thresholds (Figure 10), CPL shows an improvement of the deep convective
patch representation: deeper the threshold is, better CPL is compared to IMAP. For the threshold of 1750 m
depth, the HSS shows a good representation of the deep mixing event for the two experiments, better than
a random prediction. The HSS is 0.49 for CPL and 0.41 for IMAP proving that the localization of the convec-
tive patch is a little better in the coupled simulation. The FBIAS is 1.41 for IMAP against 1.21 for CPL, which
shows the overestimation of the mixed patch in both simulations, but more significant in IMAP. The strong
ability to create more events above the threshold leads to a higher and better POD (0.72) but a higher and
worse FAR (0.49) in IMAP than in CPL (respectively 0.71 and 0.41). On the contrary, for the smaller thresholds
the skill scores present better results for IMAP.

4.2. Water Mass Characteristics
The h/S characteristics over the north-western Mediterranean area strongly change during SOP2 (Figure 11).
After 2 months, both simulations show a cooling and an increase in salinity for the ocean upper layers

Figure 7. Mean net heat flux (W m22), freshwater flux (kg m22 s21) and momentum flux (N m22) during SOP2 in (a) AROME-WMED forecasts and (b) in CPL, and (c) mean differences
between CPL and IMAP.
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(0–350 m). The LIW are less pronounced in mid-March than in mid-January, with a decrease in salinity and
temperature at 350–600 m depth, corresponding to LIW mixing with the upper layer water. The WMDW
shows an increase in salinity (10.002 psu) and a small increase in temperature below 1500 m depth
(10.0058C), corresponding to the newly formed dense water. CPL and IMAP have similar h/S characteris-
tics for WMDW, which are only a very little warmer (10.0158C) and saltier (10.002 psu) than observed (at
1950 m depth). Considering that the ‘‘observed h/S diagram’’ is an unweighted average over the north-
western Mediterranean Sea and over the whole SOP2, i.e., it is built from an inhomogeneous data set in
space and time, such differences can be considered as not significant. This result is confirmed by the
mean vertical biases against the observed profiles from floats obtained using a colocalization in space
and time (see supporting information Figure S3) and the biases and standard deviations computed for
three layers and considering the whole SOP2 (Table 2). These scores show that the two experiments are
very close to each other. The largest differences are found for the upper layers (0–150 m). The mean dif-
ferences for the whole north-western Mediterranean area between CPL and IMAP is of 10.0258C and
10.03 psu. When only considering the simulated profiles colocalized with (Argo type) floats (unevenly dis-
tributed over the area), the differences between CPL and IMAP are of 10.0398C and 20.005 psu in the 0–
150 m layer (Table 2). The differences are 10.0078C and 20.002 psu when only the profiles colocalized
with CTDs are considered (Table 2). For the three layers (0–150 m, 150–600 m, 600 m to bottom), the two
experiments are close to observations with very small biases and standard deviations (Table 2). The only
significant modification is finally found for temperature in the upper layer (0–150 m), where the coupling
shows an improvement.

The two simulations are finally compared to the data collected at Lion (4.78E–42.18N, Figure 1b) by the
MOOSE mooring line and the surface buoy (SST doi:10.6096/HyMeX.LionBuoy.Thermosalinograh.20100308
and SSS doi:10.6096/MISTRALS-HyMex-MOOSE.1025) in Figure 12. The observed time series of temperature
and salinity between 1 February and 15 March 2013 show three phases (Figure 12): first a ‘‘mixing’’ phase
progressively reaching the seafloor and characterized by salinity and temperature increases at 1500 m

Figure 8. Mean mixed-layer depth (colors, m) from a density criteria in (a) IMAP and (b) CPL. (c) Absolute (in meters) and (d) relative (in %) differences in the mean MLD between CPL
and IMAP. The contours indicate the area where the maximum MLD simulated during SOP2 is larger than 2000 m depth (green for IMAP and red for CPL in Figures 8c and 8d).
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depth (3 February) and at
2000 m depth (8–9 February).
The LIW appears already mixed
at the beginning of February.
Then a ‘‘mixed’’ phase is visible
with small changes in S and h,
ended by a convective event
marked by a new increase in h/S
(27–28 February). Finally, a
restratification period is seen
with a high temporal variability
in the observations for all levels
and marked in surface by h diur-
nal cycles and short decreases in
SSS. This restratification period
ended by a new convection
event from IOP28 on 15 March.
The simulations show first a
lower variability of the h/S time
series. In surface and at 300 m
depth the simulated values are
close to observations. Despite
initial biases, the two simulations
well reproduce the rapid h/S
increases at 1500 m depth (but
in advance of 1 day) and at
2000 m depth. During the

‘‘mixed’’ phase, IMAP and CPL simulate increases in h/S at 1500 and 2000 m depth which are not observed.
The largest differences between IMAP and CPL clearly appear from IOP24, during the restratification period,
for all the levels considered, but in particular with different behavior in the very upper layer (see section 5.2).

4.3. Dense Water Volumes and Formation Rates
The time series of the dense water volumes in the north-western Mediterranean Sea are presented in
Figure 13 for the two simulations. Almost the same evolutions of dense water volume are found, with
similar chronologies. However, progressively along SOP2, CPL produces less water denser than 29.11
and 29.12 kg m23 than IMAP. On 15 March 2013, compared to IMAP, the volume of water denser than
29.11 kg m23 is decreased in CPL by 4%, and of water denser than 29.12 kg m23 by 49%. The 29.11 kg
m23 production rate, computed by only considering the volume increasing phases during the period, is
2.59 Sv in IMAP and 2.38 Sv (–8%) in CPL, and, the 29.12 kg m23 production rate is 0.77 Sv in IMAP and
0.56 Sv (–27%) in CPL. On the other hand, the volume of water denser than 29.13 kg m23 is larger in
CPL than in IMAP, but stays low (up to 320 km3 on 3 March against 50 km3 for IMAP, Figure 13c). This
dense water is in fact a signature of the dense water production in the shelf area, where the surface
fluxes are larger in CPL (see section 5). Waldman et al. [2016] estimated the integral formation rate for
the whole north-western Mediterranean Sea using an Observing System Simulation Experiment method
to be 2.3 6 0.5 Sv for winter 2012–2013. They also obtained a volume of water with density
q >29.11 kg/m3 of 17.7 6 0.9 3 104 km3 on April 2013. The coupled run with lower volumes (Figure 13)
and formation rates is thus slightly in better agreement with the estimation of Waldman et al. [2016]
than IMAP.

In summary, at the scale of the north-western Mediterranean area, the DWF directly responds to the
surface flux modifications due to coupling, i.e., a change in the SST field seen by AROME-WMED. In the
offshore area, a lower heat loss, evaporation and wind stress lead to a decrease in DWF. On the con-
trary over the shelf area, the increase of the turbulent fluxes induces a larger production of dense
water.

Figure 9. Distribution (number of profiles) of the MLD (m) from density in situ profiles
(floats [ARGO type] and R/V Le Suroit CTDs) during SOP2 in the north-western Mediterra-
nean and spatiotemporally colocalized in the two simulations IMAP and CPL.
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5. Mesoscale Features

The general circulation at the basin scale is very similar between IMAP and CPL (see supporting information
Figure S4). But, as preliminary indicated by the modification of the convective patch perimeter (Figure 8)
and by a larger shelf DWF in CPL (Figure 13), the fine-scale ocean circulation and structures seem to be very
sensitive to the air-sea coupled processes. The objective of this section is to illustrate some fine-scale struc-
tures response to coupling and to preliminary examine in CPL some coupled processes acting at the rim of
the convective zone.

5.1. Shelf DWF and Export
Figure 14 shows an instant view (2 March 2013) of the DWF in the two experiments. It highlights that, at
that time, new dense water is formed over the shelf and offshore in both simulations. In the offshore
zone, the 29.12 kg m23 isopycnal has almost the same patterns and homogeneous characteristics
(h 5 12.98C, S 5 38.45–38.5 psu), but it is less deep and covers a wider area in IMAP than in CPL, indicat-
ing that a more intense deep convection occurred in IMAP. The deep eddies at 4.48E–40.98N and at
4.78E–�41.58N, containing and propagating deepward and southward the new dense water, are the
most significantly changed. Over the shelf, the new dense water is constrained along the coast in IMAP
at upper level. Its temperature is below 118C and its salinity is below 38 psu. In CPL, the shelf dense water
is warmer (�11.68C) and saltier (38.1–38.2 psu) than in IMAP and flows between the surface and 75 m
depth along meanders. At the Cap Creus canyon (3.58E–42.38N), it overflows. When it leaves the shelf,
this dense water volume is rapidly integrated to the WMDW within the offshore mixed patch and
diffused.

Figure 10. Skill scores (HSS, FBIAS, POD, and FAR, see Appendix B) for IMAP and CPL obtained when compared to observed MLD in density in situ profiles (floats [ARGO type] and R/V Le
Suroit CTDs) and considering various MLD thresholds.
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Figure 11. (top) h/S diagram averaged in the north-western Mediterranean area before the convection (14 January 2013, squares) and at
the end of SOP2 (15 March 2013) for the two experiments (triangles for IMAP and circles for CPL). (bottom) Zoom for the WMDW (dashed
rectangle in the top panel). The mean h/S diagram from in situ floats [ARGO type] averaged over SOP2 is indicated with stars.

Table 2. Biases and Standard Deviations Against Argo Floats and CTD Profiles for Potential Temperature (h), Salinity (S), and Density (q)

Argo Floats

h (8C) S (psu) q (kg m23)

0–150m 150–600m 600–2000 m Total 0–150m 150–600 m 600–2000 m Total 0–150 m 150–600 m 600–2000 m Total

88IMAP
Bias 20.120 20.003 0.013 20.004 20.028 20.1331023 2.9831023 20.6831023 3.1831023 0.5131023 20.3031023 0.2431023

Std dev 0.268 0.124 0.042 0.115 0.110 0.043 0.010 0.042 0.101 0.030 0.005 0.034
88CPL

Bias 20.081 0.012 0.014 0.005 20.033 2.9031023 2.5631023 20.5731023 28.5731023 20.2031023 20.9931023 21.4631023

Std dev 0.237 0.132 0.047 0.109 0.112 0.041 0.005 0.042 0.100 0.027 0.005 0.037

CTD profiles 0–150 m 150–600 m 600 m–bottom total 0–150m 150–600 m 600 m–bottom total 0–150 m 150–600 m 600 m–bottom total
88IMAP

Bias 20.048 20.059 0.017 20.003 20.039 20.026 20.3131023 28.5331023 20.020 27.8831023 23.7831023 25.9531023

Std dev 0.255 0.165 0.073 0.120 0.113 0.056 0.020 0.045 0.110 0.043 0.004 0.036
88CPL

Bias 20.041 20.054 0.022 0.001 20.041 20.027 0.3331023 28.5731023 20.024 29.5631023 24.2031023 26.8031023

Std dev 0.225 0.159 0.075 0.114 0.105 0.056 0.021 0.044 0.101 0.042 0.004 0.034
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So, it appears that the local modifications of the surface fluxes due to coupling strongly constrain the circu-
lation over the shelf. As a result, the dense shelf water volume is strongly increased (6 times larger for water
denser than 29.13 kg m23 in CPL) and overflows in canyon. The dense shelf water salinity is significantly
increased (10.2 to 10.3 psu) because of the larger evaporation and of a larger mixing (related to the larger
wind stress) in the area (Figure 7) and the temperature is higher in CPL than in IMAP (10.68C) despite a
larger net heat loss locally (120 W m22, Figure 7), but related to a larger mixing and (warm) AW intrusion
(see Figure 4 [for the same date] and Figure 15).

5.2. Offshore Eddy
The comparison to the Lion surface buoy and mooring data set previously showed that the two simulations
are very similar in terms of chronology and close to the in situ observations in surface, except at the end of
SOP2 (5–13 March 2013) when restratification occurs. CPL shows negative biases in temperature and salin-
ity, maximum on 6 March. As highlighted by the profile time series (Figure 12), these biases are due to too
cold and fresh water in the 0–50 m layer coming at Lion. Almost the same cold bias is found in IMAP, but
with a delay of �4 days. Indeed, Figure 15 presents the SST and SSS maps for 6 March 2013. It shows that
the fresh and cold water intrusion is due to a very fine eddy reaching the Lion buoy in CPL (Figure 15b),
whereas the cold and fresh eddy is located 10 km south of the moored buoy in IMAP (Figure 15a). Else-
where, the CPL SST is higher. Compared to IMAP, the CPL SSS is larger inside the GoL gyre and over the
shelf, but lower in the Balearic front. Below 50 m depth, the water column stays well mixed. From 9 March,
a diurnal warming occurs in the very thin (0–5 m) near-surface layer due to a radiative heating larger than
the turbulent heat loss (Figure 12). Then, between 13 and 15 March, as a new mixing event occurs, both
simulations have surface temperature and salinity in agreement with observed values (Figure 12).

5.3. Wind Energy Flux
In the following, the fine-scale coupled dynamical processes related to DWF are preliminarily evaluated. For
that purpose, rather than the buoyancy flux largely controlled by the atmospheric fields (not shown), the
surface Wind Energy Flux (WEF) which quantifies the kinetic energy flux injected in to the ocean by the
wind stress at the air-sea interface [Giordani et al., 2013] is computed. Indeed, the WEF is the dot product of
the wind stress~s5ðsu; svÞ with the surface horizontal ocean velocity ~Us 5ðus; vsÞ,

WEF5~s:~Us 5suus1sv vs: (5)

When the WEF is positive, the wind stress and the surface current have the same direction and thus the
atmosphere can increase the ocean mean kinetic energy; and conversely when the WEF is negative

Figure 12. Lion buoy and mooring [4.78E–42.18N]: simulated and observed temperature (8C) and salinity (psu) in surface, at 300 m depth, at 1500 m depth and at 2000 m depth.
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[Giordani et al., 2006]. The WEF is examined in the CPL experiment as the relationship between wind/stress/
currents/mixing is explicit thank to coupling.

Figure 16 presents the daily-mean surface fluxes and circulation, the mixed layer depth from the turbulence
(where Kz � 5 cm2 s21) and density criteria, the daily mean WEF and the vertical velocity for 7 February
2013 corresponding to the mistral/tramontane event of IOP21c and just before the convection reach the
seafloor. It shows that the WEF maxima are located at the rim of the mixed patch. These maxima corre-
spond to the locations where the Northern Current and the cyclonic circulation are in the same direction as
the north/north-westerly wind (stress) and thus are the places where the surface wind energy is efficiently
injected into the currents inside the mixed layer. The vertical response to the WEF forcing is a production of
vertical velocity. The largest intensities of the vertical velocity (Figures 16d–16f, up to 800 m d21 in absolute
value) are indeed found to be close to the locations with high WEF (for example in the western [3.78E–428N]
and southern [4.58E–41.58N] parts of the mixed (dense) patch, Figure 16c). It also shows the permutation of
downward motion with upward motion, with a characteristic size of �10 km. The injected kinetic energy
participates to the destabilization of the front and is a key parameter for the turbulent mixing [Giordani
et al., 2013]. It adjusts the ‘‘mixing’’ layer with here a rapid and larger increase of the MLD from a turbulent
criteria, in particular at the western and southern boundaries (Figure 16b) of the convective zone.

Figure 13. Time series of the dense water volumes (km3): water denser than (a) 29.11 kg m23, (b) 29.12 kg m23, and (c) 29.13 kg m23.
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This indicates a conversion of the kinetic energy into turbulence and vertical motion in the frontal zone and
thus illustrates the major role of the wind/stress/current interactions at the rim of the convective patch on
turbulent mixing. Nevertheless, additional analyses must be conducted to further investigate the mechani-
cal coupled processes acting on convection and DWF, as suggested by Giordani et al. [2017].

Figure 14. 29.12 kg m23 isopycnal surface depth (m, top), temperature (8C, middle) and salinity (psu, bottom) simulated on 2 March 2013 12UT by (a) IMAP and (b) CPL.
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6. Summary and Conclusion

This study evaluates the mesoscale air-sea coupling impacts on DWF. For that, the coupling between
the NEMO-WMED36 ocean model and the AROME-WMED numerical weather prediction (atmospheric)
model was developed and run over 2 months covering the HyMeX SOP2. The AROME-NEMO WMED
coupled simulation (CPL) was compared to an ocean-only simulation (IMAP) forced by AROME-WMED
real-time forecasts. A comparison to observations collected during the field campaign was also done
and constitutes a first validation of the high-resolution air-sea coupled system for ocean purposes.
This validation shows that the two simulations represent in a realistic way the winter 2013 convec-
tion (MLD and chronology) and DWF event (volume and characteristics) that was sampled by the
field campaign.

The results, summarized in Figure 17, show that, first, the air-sea fluxes are slightly decreased on average in
the coupled simulation. The fluxes are in fact modified in relationship with the change in the SST field seen
by SURFEX and AROME. In CPL, the heat loss and evaporation are increased over the shelf and in the coastal
area, whereas a decrease is found elsewhere, notably over the GoL. The modifications of the wind stress are
small.

As a consequence, the offshore DWF is reduced in CPL and the deep convective patch is slightly smaller cor-
responding to an improvement when compared to the MLD deduced from in situ profiles, but the thermo-
haline characteristics are not significantly changed. From the categorical scores computed considering MLD
thresholds, it appears that the two simulations are almost similar in term of deep convective (mixed) patch.
But, considering the dense network of observations obtained during the field campaign, there is a high
potential of such skill scores when comparing ocean model abilities in representing the deep convection
intensity, size, and location that could be useful, notably in a context of intercomparison. Over the shelf, the
coupled simulation shows a high sensitivity of the mixing to coupling and a larger (but limited) production
of dense water (q �29.13 kg m23). Despite the ocean model limitations due to the horizontal resolution of
1/368, the z coordinate levels and the hydrostatic assumption, CPL produces an overflow of the shelf DWF

Figure 15. Sea surface temperature (8C, top) and Salinity (psu, bottom) simulated on 6 March 2013 00UT in (a) IMAP and (b) CPL. The pink square indicates the Lion buoy
location.
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in the Cap Creus Canyon whose occurrence (referred as ‘‘cascading’’) is also suggested by some observa-
tions [Estournel et al., 2016b; Testor et al., 2017].

The main differences between the coupled and forced simulations are found in the frontal zones, more spe-
cifically at the rim of the cyclonic gyre. The fine-scale ocean structures around the mixed patch, like coastal
currents, eddies, fronts, and meanders, seem to be very sensitive to the air-sea coupled processes. Precisely,
these ocean mesoscale features are in strong interaction with the convective zone, so they can control the
3-D transport of AW and LIW increasing locally the stratification, or, on the contrary, the transport of well-
mixed (dense) water columns. In addition, the configuration of the north-western Mediterranean region,
with characteristic strong northerly winds with fine jets and a mesoscale ocean circulation marked by
numerous fine-scale ocean structures, often leads to optimal wind-current interactions. It results in sig-
nificant vertical motion at the rim of the convective patch, triggered by the kinetic energy injection

Figure 16. 7 February 2013 (IOP21c) in CPL: (a) daily mean net heat flux (colors, W m22) and wind stress (arrows, N m22). (b) Surface current (arrows, m s21) and daily evolution
of the MLD from a turbulence criteria (colors, in m/d). (c) Daily mean WEF (colors, N m21 s22). The black contour indicates where the daily maximum MLD from a density criteria
reaches 2000 m. (d) Daily mean vertical velocity (w, in m/d) at 1000 m depth. (e, f) Vertical cross sections (thick solid black lines in Figures 16c and 16d) of the daily mean vertical
velocity (in m/d).
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from the atmosphere to the mixing layer and by the front destabilization. This coupled mechanism
acts efficiently and at fine-scale as a turbulence propagating vector, producing large mixing and
convection.

Even if this result must be further investigated, for example for other case studies and with other coupled
models, it already gives the first insights of how coupled processes like mesoscale ocean structures/
strong wind interactions could significantly affect the vertical motion and convection associated with
DWF and the thermohaline circulation. The perspective of this work will be to use a potential vorticity
approach in order to further analyze the coupled processes between the surface wind and the rim of the
cyclonic gyre, because of their strong impacts on the ocean dynamics and dense water formation [Gior-
dani et al., 2017]. Then, a vertical scheme considering the mass flux as in Pergaud et al. [2009], which is
under development for ocean, will also be used in order to improve the ocean convection representation
in the coupled system. Finally, using a sea state forcing or introducing a wave model in the coupled sys-
tem will also be considered.

Appendix A: Turbulent Mixing Scheme in NEMO-WMED36

The vertical eddy viscosity Avm and diffusivity AvT coefficients are computed from a TKE turbulent
closure model based on a prognostic equation for the turbulent kinetic energy �e and a closure
assumption for the turbulent length scales. This turbulent closure model has been developed by
Bougeault and Lacarrère [1989] in the atmospheric case, adapted by Gaspar et al. [1990] for the oce-
anic case, and implemented in OPA by Blanke and Delecluse [1993] then by Madec et al. [1998] in
NEMO.

The time evolution of �e is the result of the production of �e through vertical shear, its destruction through
stratification, its vertical diffusion, and its dissipation of Kolmogorov [1942] type, which can be numerically
written as (k is the vertical coordinate),

Figure 17. Schematic summary of the ocean-atmosphere coupling impacts on DWF in the north-western Mediterranean Sea during HyMeX SOP2, deduced from AROME-NEMO WMED
simulations.
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where e3 is the level thickness, u and v are the horizontal components of the velocity, N is the
local Brunt-Vaisl frequency, l� and lk are the dissipation and mixing length scales, Prt is the
Prantl number which is a function of the Richardson number [see Blanke and Delecluse, 1993].
The constants Ck and C� are set to 0.7 and 0.1, respectively, to deal with vertical mixing at any
depth.

The mixing length are obtained by l�5lk5
ffiffiffiffiffi
2�e
p

=N with and extra assumption concerning their vertical gradi-

ent: 1
e3
j @l
@k j � 1 with l5lk5l�. For that two additional length scales are introduced: lðkÞup 5min lðkÞ; lðk11Þ

up 1eðkÞ3

� �
from k 5 1 to jpk (i.e., the bottom level) and lðkÞdwn5min lðkÞ; lðk21Þ
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3
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from k 5 jpk to 1 with
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q
.

Then lk5
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
lupldwn

p
and l�5minðlup; ldwnÞ.

At the surface, �e560jj~sjj with a minimum value of 1024 m2 s22. At the bottom, �e is assumed to be equal to
the value of the level just above. Cut-offs are applied on �e, Avm, and AvT with minimum value of 1026 m2

s22, 1024 m2 s21, and 1025 m2 s21 respective minimum values.

The reader is referred to Bougeault and Lacarrère [1989], Gaspar et al. [1990], and Blanke and Delecluse
[1993] for a complete description of the TKE vertical mixing scheme and to Madec et al. [1998] and Madec
and the NEMO team [2008] for the implementation.

Furthermore, as the NEMO model is hydrostatic, convection is not explicitly solve in case of static
instabilities (when a profile has a low density under a high density). For that purpose, the
enhanced vertical diffusion parameterization is used to represent convection. So, in case of unsta-
ble conditions, a constant AvEVD510 m2 s21 is added on the vertical eddy coefficient AvT [Lazar
et al., 1999].

Appendix B: Skill Scores for Mixed-Layer Depth Evaluation

In a similar manner than Ducrocq et al. [2002], we use a 2 3 2 contingency table (Table A1) considering dif-
ferent thresholds of MLD to compute,

1. The frequency bias FBIAS5ðb1dÞ=ðc1dÞ,
2. The probability of detection POD5d=ðc1dÞ,
3. The false alarm rate FAR5b=ðb1dÞ,
4. The Heidke skill score HSS5ða1d2TÞ=ðN2TÞ,

with N5a1b1c1d the total number of observations (density profiles from floats (ARGO type) and R/V Le
Suroit CTDs), T5½ða1cÞða1bÞ1ðb1dÞðc1dÞ�=N referring to the expected number of all the correct simu-
lated values with a random simulation. The FBIAS measures the ability of the model to predict the occur-

rence of the event ‘‘over the threshold.’’ The
POD describes the ability in representing the
size of the event and should be pondered with
the FAR, which considers the rate of false detec-
tion of the intense event. It does not take into
account localization errors. The HSS score mea-
sures the ability to predict the event relatively
to the accuracy of random simulation.

Table A1. Schematic 2 3 2 Contingency Table for the Definition of
Scores, Given a Threshold thr for the MLD

Simulation Simulation

<thr � thr
Observation < thr a b
Observation � thr c d
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A perfect prediction has FAR equal to 0 and FBIAS, POD, and HSS equal to 1. A random prediction has HSS
equal to 0.

Notation

Models and Parameterizations

AROME application of research to operations at mesoscale.
AROME-WMED Western Mediterranean configuration of AROME.
ARPEGE Action de Recherche Petite Echelle Grande Echelle.
ECUME exchange coefficients from unified multi-campaign estimates.
ISBA interactions between soil, biosphere and atmosphere.
NEMO nucleus for European modeling of the ocean.
(NEMO-)WMED36 Western Mediterranean basin configuration of NEMO (1/368 resolution).
OASIS ocean atmosphere sea ice soil.
OASIS3-MCT version of OASIS.
PSY2(V4R4) regional operational NEMO configuration from Mercator Oc�ean (1/128 resolution).
RRTM rapid radiative transfer model.
SURFEX surface externalized.
TEB town energy budget.
TVD total variance dissipation scheme.

Simulations

CPL AROME-NEMO WMED coupled simulation.
IMAP NEMO-WMED36 simulation, initialization with the MOOSE-ASICS analysis and PSY2.

Fields and Constants

a Albedo.
CD Drag coefficient.
� emissivity.
E evaporation.
Fwat freshwater flux.
H sensible heat flux.
L latent heat of vaporization.
LE latent heat flux.
LW long-wave radiative flux.
LWdown downward long-wave radiative flux.
MLD mixed-layer depth.
Pl liquid precipitation.
Ps solid precipitation.
Q net heat flux.
Qns nonsolar heat flux.
Qsol solar heat flux.
q ocean density.
qa air density.
r Stefan-Boltzman constant.
S salinity.
SSS sea surface salinity.
SST or Ts sea surface temperature.
SW short-wave radiative flux.
SW down downward short-wave radiative flux.
h potential ocean temperature.
s, su, sv wind stress and components.
Ua, ua, va near-surface wind and components.
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Us, us, vs surface ocean velocity and components.
w ocean vertical velocity.
WEF wind energy flux.

Skill Scores

FAR false alarm rate.
FBIAS frequency bias.
HSS Heidke skill score.
POD probability of detection.

Observations

CTD conductivity-temperature-depth.
IOP intensive observations period (the reader is referred to L�eger et al. [2016] for IOP numbers).
SOP special observations period.
R/V research-vessel.
XBT expendable bathythermograph.

Water Masses, Processes, and Locations

AW Atlantic Water.
DWF dense water formation.
GoL Gulf of Lion.
LIW Levantine intermediate water.
WMDW Western Mediterranean dense water.

Projects

ASICS-Med air-sea interaction and coupling with submesoscale structures in the Mediterranean.
HyMeX hydrological cycle in the Mediterranean experiment.
MISTRALS Mediterranean integrated studies at regional and local scales.
MOOSE Mediterranean ocean observing system for the environment.
SiMed simulation of the Mediterranean Sea.
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